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Press Release
The Admiralty Trilogy Group is pleased to announce the release of Modern Chinese Maritime Forces.

“Today, China’s mari1me forces have the most ships of any na1on. This pathbreaking book
documents their force structure in unprecedented detail.”

Dr. Andrew Erickson, U.S. Naval War College
Modern Chinese Maritime Forces, by Manfred Meyer, a noted artist and illustrator, provides up-to-the minute information on
Chinese sea power. It lists all Chinese state vessels – not just the People’s Liberation Army Navy, but the Coast Guard, China
Maritime Surveillance, China Fisheries Law Enforcement Command, and many other state-sponsored agencies that carry out
China’s policy at sea.
“This is a phenomenally thorough project, and I suspect it is both more complete and up to date
than anything available to our armed forces at a classiﬁed or unclassiﬁed level. Herr Meyer’s
me1culous research and superb draDing skills have produced a reference resource of unparalleled
usefulness for anyone needing a handy reference for China’s vast naval and paranaval forces.”
A.D. Baker III, former editor of Combat Fleets of the World
“I think it is for the ﬁrst 1me that such a nearly complete overview of the Chinese mari1me
services has been made available to the public. The Chinese navy has risen in twenty years from
a regional outdated navy to one of the global players which cannot be overlooked by the other
world and regional powers.”
Werner Globke, editor of Weyer’s Warships

With over 570 high-quality drawings Modern Chinese Maritime Forces covers everything from aircraft carriers to buoy tenders,
accompanied by detailed information on their characteristics. Additional supporting material includes theater navy assignments
for individual ships as well as descriptions of the Chinese systems for hull numbers and equipment designations. This compact
book has the most complete unclassified information on Chinese state-owned vessels available anywhere.
“This is a badly-needed book: an accessible, compact guide to the ships of the Chinese navy and its
related paramilitary services. All of the ships are shown in very clear scaled drawings, which give a
good sense of size and conﬁgura1on. No other guide of this type exists. That makes this quite possibly
the only good reference to the Chinese ﬂeets. No one concerned with current naval aﬀairs can aﬀord
to miss it.”
Dr. Norman Friedman, technical naval author
“I devoured this book. This is perhaps the most important and most comprehensive technical naval
analysis book to appear in a genera1on. With the advent of Cold War II and the announced return to
great power compe11on between the United States and the People’s Republic of China, this book
should be on the bookshelf of every serious U.S. Navy oﬃcer and naval analyst. It will be the standard
reference.”
Captain Jerry Hendrix, USN (ret.), Center for a New American Security

Type 052D Luyang III class DDG
Modern Chinese Maritime Forces is available from The Wargame Vault (www.wargamevault.com) as either a searchable pdf file
for $50.00 (U.S.), or as a softcover, 137-page, 8 1/2 x 11 landscape format book for approximately $67.35 (U.S.) plus postage
(print cost varies by region). A bundle with both versions is also available at the special discounted price of $92.35 (U.S.).

